
SliderMouse Pro

Ergonomic results and crisp design 
with navigation bar

Meet Contour’s newest family member. The SliderMouse Pro is a centered mouse 
that allows you to do desk work in comfortable, ergonomic positions - even 
without stretching, twisting and straining. Our new cursor navigation with the 
intuitive mechanical navigation bar is integrated on top of the SliderMouse Pro, 
allowing your hands the freedom to rest snugly on the entire width of the mouse. 
To make it your own, we have made it seamless to design it to match your 
preferences with magnetic wrist rests in various sizes and materials.

SliderMouse Pro is designed and developed in Scandinavia in collaboration with 
ergonomic experts. It is a product inspired by the Nordics, which you can see in 
the minimalistic approach that unites functionality with the aesthetic.   



Connect the SliderMouse Pro to your PC or Mac via Bluetooth, the USB receiver or cable,
depending on your preferred method. Suitable for any keyboard size. Control multiple screens and 
customize the programmable buttons to your favourite shortcut functions.

Take care of your body

With a centered mouse, your arms are placed in a natural, relaxed position in front of your body. This 
supports a tension-free posture for shoulders, arms, and elbows that completely changes your 
ergonomic working position. Now, you can use both your right and left hand for cursor navigation. Also, 
you can control the clickable navigation bar with a slight touch of your fingertips and have all your 
favourite functions within short reach.

Easy installation

Customize to your needs

You can customize the SliderMouse Pro to your individual preferences with the unique
magnetic wrist rests, allowing you to quickly switch between various models without using any tools. 
Our wide selection of wrist rests is designed to support your physical needs and stylistic desires. 
Change click sounds, cursor speed, and click resistance with ease - you know what suits you best.

Technical specifications SliderMouse Pro
Connectivity     3 options; Bluetooth/2,4 G USB receiver/USB wired
Operating system    Windows and OSX
Battery (Wireless)    Built-in Lithium Rechargeable 2000 mAh, 
Battery lifetime    3 months
Width      Slim/Regular/Extended 38,3/38,3/42,4 cm
Depth      Slim/Regular/Extended 12,3/16,5/16,5 cm
Height      Slim/Regular/Extended 2,3/2,3/2,3 cm 
Buttons/functions    6 programmable buttons
Click resistance    5 levels
Cursor speed (DPI)    10 levels (600-2800 DPI)
Product     materials Recycled plastic (various fabrics for wrist rests)
Warranty     2 years guarantee
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